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EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE MANUKA GEOLOGICAL SHEET 

Compiled by

D.J. CASEY

Records 1965/160
• •^.

The Manuka 1:250 0 000 Sheet area was mapped in 1962 by a joint geological

party of the Commonwealth Bureau of Mineral Resources and the Geological Survey of

Queensland. This survey was part of a project to map the northern partbf the

Eromanga Basin.

Vertical air photographs at an approximate scale of 1:48,000, taken by the

R.A.A.F. in 1951, provide a complete coverage of the area. Planimetric maps at 4

miles to 1 inch are available from the Queensland Department of Lands, Brisbane and
at photo-scale and 1:250,000 from the Division of National Mapping, Canberra,

The Landiborough Highway from Brisbane to the Northern Territory, via

Winton and Cloncurry, and the Kennedy Developmental Road from Hughenden to Winton

pass through this area; a main road also connects Winton to Richmond. Other formed
roads provide access to groups of properties. The highways and main roads are formed

but unsurfaced; all are impassable for a few days after heavy rain. Station tracks

provide excellent access in dry weather throughout the rest of the area

A branch railway connects Winton and Hughenden..

Prevlous Investigations
Before the 1963 survey little systematic geological work had been done

in MANUKA.* Whitehouse (19 .54).was . the first to attempt tó map the Great Artesian

Basin as a whole and co-ordinate recorded observations and stratigraphic nomenclature.

The most complete amounts of the geology of the whole basin, with comprehensive

bibliographies, were compiled by Whitehouse (op. cit.) and Hill and Denmead (eds.

1960).

A photo interpretation of the whole area was made by the Institut Francais

du Petrole and the Bureau of Mineral Resources (Scanvic, de Lassus St. Genies, and

Petry 1962).

A detailed gravity survey of the southern part of MANUKA was made by the

Magellan Petroleum Corporation (1961). A gravity 'survey, based on a seven mile gr d,

was carried out by the Bureau of Mineral Resources throughout the rest of the area

(Flavelle, 1964). Isolated gravity traverses were also made earlier by the Univer-

sity of Sydney (Marshall and Narain, 1954) and by the Bureau of Mineral Resources.

BOuguer values from these surveys are shown on the face of the tap.'

A regional aeromagnetic survey with an average flight line spacing of 9

miles was made by Central Queensland Petroleum Pty. Ltd. and The Catawba Corporation

(1957). The results are available on open file at the Geological Survey of

Queensland; magnetic basement contours interpreted from this survey are recorded by

Magellan Petroleum Corporation (1961). Other isolated aeromagnetic traverseshave

been flown by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (Jewell, 1960a).

* Subsequent reference to 1:250 0 000 sheet'areas is signified
• by the use of capital letters for the geographic prefix

e,g. MANUKA,
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The: Ca1:.':'nhope=Rimbanda Sei13mic Sur7~y (Name o International I uc. ~ 1963) ~ 

which was l:1ubsidj~ed uno.er the Petroleum Sea:C0!J Subsidy Acts ~ 1959~1964 j investi-, , 

gated photo=geomorph01og1ctl.l anomalies in the east of the area. 

Results ,of the geophysical surveys are dj_sC'ussed under Structure. 

R.l1ysI_°S'£§."Pl1X. 
The &;r..,.§hire Hi ll~» in the south-w'est of l'lANUKA, are a relic of a. Tertiary 

' to early Quaternary erosion surface a.t which du:r:icrust was developed on Cretaceous 

and Ter~ia.ry sediments. The rest of the area consis-:,s of rolling doW!.l.9 - a mature 

erosional landform of gently undulating grassland. Minor relief As prC'vided by low 

rubbly rises qf the more r~si8tant beds of the Cretaceous sequence. 

The watershed bet~een 8tr·~:e.ms of the Lake Eyre internal drainage system 

and streams of the Gulf of Carpentaria system crosses MANUKA lJUt i;:; no more thaf~ 

a slight topographic culmination in the rolling downs 0 All D GreSlll9 d.H:~ intermittent, 

strElam gradients are lows and most watercourses are braided. 

~IGRAPH1 

Table 1 sUlIlIIlf:l.rizes the stratigraphy of MANUKA. 

Only the Albaru Member of the WilgtLva l"ormatio!l and younger sediments crop 

out < Informe tion on the lower part of the .8equenoe has been obta:.i.ned fromg ma.ppL1g in 

the adjacent ~ICHMOND and HUGHEN DEN ar,eas 9 ,near the northern margin of the ErOlr',911ga 

Basin; studies of the Corfield Town Bore, which was deepened to basement as, 

Ma~lian Corfield No. 1 (Harris~ 1960; Jewell. 1960b; Evans~ 1962); inte;pretation 
, - Ir, 

of gamma-ray logs of thre,e water bOI-ss (R~g1stered Ji{1llDbers 12039 i .13869 and 15824)' 

log~~ by the ,Bureau of MinElral Resouroes ~'(Jesaon ;nd Ra~eski 9 in pr-ep.); <,and 

j"lterpretation of water~bore drillers I logs.* ' , 

The two youngest formal uni ts ~ the Yii:'1ton and l.I1Ia.cklillda Forma. tionB, are 

li tholob'1cally similar~ but several importa.nt differ ences serve to distinguish them • 

. The main differenceg are: ~andstone of the Winton Formation is generally slightly 

coarser than that in the l'IIaokunda Formation; marine fossils are restricted to tho 
, 

Mackunda Formation; ooal seams~ commonly recorded in logs of water bores j are 

mOfltly rastricted tl) the Winton Formation; :l.cntra.formational conglomerate is abuYldant 

thi'ou[>hout the Winton Formation but is common only in the uppermost pe.rt of the 

Mackunda Formation, a.l'ld individual beds are generally thi0ker i·n the Winto:o. 

Formation than in the Mackunda Formation. The last difference was also noted by 

Jessop. & Radeski- (1961) in the electric logs of the Winton No. 2,, 11
01\'.'1 Bore. , 

The Wilgunya Formation is known only from bore information and poor 

exposures in the north~east of MANUKA. 

Water bore drillers' 'logs are insufficiently detailed to enable identi

fication of l1lembers of the Wilgunya' Format1on. However~ the 40 to 60 feet thick 

* 'rhe Irrigation 8.-nd Water Supply Commission~ Brisbane has ~ 
du.ring this century 9 endeavoured to collect as much information 
as possible on all bores in Queensland. 1lhei:r r.ec0rd~ contain 

;rnvaluable geological data in the form of drillers v logs of 
water bores~ ann hydrological data. The assistance of the 
Commission in making these records freelY availbble is grate= 
fully acknowledged. Drillers' logs for MANUKA were assembled 
as an appendix to an earlier l~published report (Vine~ Bastian 
and Casey~ 1963). 



Toolebuc Member can be recognised by the marked deflection it causes on electric

and gamma-ray logs and this enables the formation to be subdivided. Table 2 lists

theinterval identified as Toolebuc Member in 4 bores for which electric and gamma

ray logs are available.

TABLE 2-..

Bore Grid reference e
Interval

(depths ;^in^feet
Log

12039 168368 220- 280 (1) Gamma-ray

13869 623368 900- 940 Gamma-ray'

15824 15.362 570- 620 Gamma-ray

14125
(Corfield Town

668287 1680-1717 Gamma-ray and
resistivity

Bore)^.

-

Noe (1) a zbne of anomalous, but lower, radioactivity extends to a depth of 410';
however the thickness inferred from the maximum anomaly is comparable with
thickness of the Toolebuc Member in outcrop in RICHMOND,

-^ -

The Allaru Member is identified as the argillaceous sequence between the

Toolebuc Member and the Mackunda Formation.

Members older than the Toolebuc Member cannot be identified in the

Corfield Town Bore because the units present lack diagnostic electric or radio-

active log characteristics. This-sequence is therefore, shown as undifferentiated

Wilguriya Formation in Table I.

Evans (1962) i on the basis of palynological studies, identified a

sequence ranging in ags from Permian to Lower Cretaceous below the Wilgunya

Formation in Corfie1d No. 1. He suggested that the sequence consists of four

units with unconformities or disconformities between all of them. These divisions

lare used in Table 1.• Lithological differences between the units are small, and

most of the water-bore drillers lop are insufficiently detailed to enable the

units to be recognised with confidence. However the Triassic and Permian units

. are characterised by the presence of red beds and coal respectively and these are

recorded in several of the drillers' logs (Table 3). The intervals identified by

Evans (op.cit) are listed for comparison.

Table^ Indications of pre-Jurassic rocks

Bore Grid Reference
Record in drillers'^log
(depths below surface)

Interpretation

60 : 613342^. Grey & red marl 2643'-2704 1 Triassic

123 16133.9 Red marl at 2090, 2183'-2200' Triassic

1051 152359 Red shale 1860 1 -2000', 2012 1 -2168' Triassic

1085 607308 Red marl 3148'-3150' Triassic

1968' 615330 Red marl 2891'-2902' Triassic

2927 573310 Red marl 3105'-3144',^3182'-3373'^)
Red marl & sandrock,^3373 1 -3556'^) Triassic
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G;pi~ Referenoe 
Record in 'drillers' lo~ 
~depth8below surfaGe) 

~nterpre.tation ' ,j 

, : 
, 

..:...---_.,....,-...,.~ .. +__~""""" .. _'"'===--____ -+,-. __ '=-=--=.....,."""""~"""""=~.:OOO' ---~----=-~~~-r--=-~ ...... -~.-......... i ' ,~ 

165269 Pink Ehal~ 31 J::]' ... 3225' ~ , ' ( 3355 

3600 681362 
: 

i'~2 +24364 

3619 651373 
.. 

I 
! 

" . . 

'3670 610352 
. l '\~ ' , '," • 

, . 
" 

4!370 655306 ! 

4375 646297 

43-76 '659316. , 
"" 

l • " 

.. .. 

4444 135368 

5150. . 
'.' 

1~5372 
. - .. 

. . . . 

1197 .. . 587303 

14~25. . 
( C'orfield 

668287 

.; Triassic 
Red shale & 8~drock 3250'-3297' 

~ed marl , ?Q85'-2l05 i , .' 
. .. .. . . 

R~d marl 2040'~2046' 

Red sh~ie '2148" .... 2158' ) 
~.~d1 white~ blaoktyellow . & blue .. ~ 

sh~le ; 2158'~2203" , ' . ) 

Red marl 2450.' ~2458:; . . .. : . 

Re~ shale 2805' ~2840 t, , , " 

Grani~e 3100'=3182' " 

Red ' shale , 2856' =2865' . 
R~d marl & rock 2881''';2889' 
~~o~~ · co~~ 3661'-3722' 
Blaok lignite 3183'-3805' 

Red marl ' 1854'=l864' 

'Red shale -1432 i .:.1437' . ,I' . 

Hard pink rock 3364' - 3375 i I 

Triassic 

T:t:tass1o' . 

Triassic 

\ , " Tria~sic 

Tria~sic 

.. ' Basement 

'~riaseic 

'Pertldan 

Triassio . 

Triassio 

Triassic 

Sandstone i with intercalations' of .. ,'" 
dark red shale & green siltstone. :;'·:' . Tri~ssic 

, 
I '1 

I 

I 

J , 

I 

: 

I 
I 

I 

; , 

,;.1 
" 

NOol j from 
Eva~et~ J.9{:e). 

3560 I ~4100 ' • -, .' , , " . 
Sandstone 7 with interbeds of coat; '... ., 

)1 

" 

. : :::: 'j' 
~ f ' • I 

4100' -4488 ' • ' ' , . 
Coarsely crystalline graJrlte~ 
" 4488'-4507' • 

. Permian 

Basement 

Crystalline basement~ of weathere~ grabite9 was drilled in Corfie1d Noo 1 

from a depth of 3646 feet b'elow sea level • . The basement core is unsuitable for age . 

d~termillation. Only one driller's.log or a water bore (Narollah Homestead Bore~ 

Reg. No. 4357) cOfitain~ any descri~~'ion which can confidently be interpreted 'as 

, ' 

, indicating basement. ; In that bore~ ,si tua.ted 13 miles west-north-west of CorfieldNo. l~ ; ' 

~anite w~s pen$trated from a depth of 2j43 feet below sea level. 

STRUCTURE 

~he 'simplicity of the geo1ogicai map gives little indication ofsubsurfaoe 

structure. Distribution of the stratigraphic units, indicates a very gentle regional 

~ri:p to th~ south-south=west7 the result of basinal sagging. The re~onal dip is also 

'apparent on the st~uctural ~ap (Fig. i)~ dr~wn from the interpretation of water-bore' ': 
, ' , Interp:r:~tatfonof drillers i lOgE! '. • • . . . ' ,'" 

drillers' , logs. ~ ~ Vine-. Bastien & CaseY'~i' ,1963) gave the f~rst ind~cation o,f , the Wetherb;r '(1 
. ~,I 

Structure, here n~ed after Wetherby Homestead.. It is ,evident as a linear.' structure 9 ;' 

downthrown to the west and with a maximum displacement of the order of 400 feet. 
. . . . '. . . . , . . 

~prlydeta~led . surfaoe mapping 'o~ the boundary 'between the Winton :and Mackunda 

Formations z:1orth of Wetherby. Homeste'ad subsequent1y,confi:J:'med the structure. Lineated 

b9ddi~cr ,trends delineate the struct~e near 'Yle'rl1a Homestead where displacement is in= 

fe,rred to be greatest~ The Wetherby Structure is interpreted as probably a Illonooline _ 
.. .... - . ~ 

in· ,the Cretaoeous 8ediment8~ but ~ading to a fault at ,\:pth. A strong~ linear 9 
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steep gravity gradient, which approximates the position of the Wetherby Structure

along most of its length, indicates that it coincides with a major baF:ement dia-

continuity.

The Cork Fault (Vine, 1964) extends throUgh south-east NACXUNDA, north-

west WINTON, and through MANUKA as far north as the Corfield area. It is evident

on air photos as a narrow belt of lineated trend. lines, and approximates the position

, of,a steep gravity gradient (Magellan Petroleum Corporation, 1961). The gravity re-

sults indicate that the fault is upthrown to the south-east, whereas a previous

regional aeromagnetic survey (Jewell, 1960) euggests an up -throw to the north-west.

A seismic traverse by the Bureau of Mineral Resources across the fault zone in

WINTON (in Magellan Petroleum Corporation, 1961) indicates that the Cork Fault may

not be a simple structure, but is possibly a zone of weakness along which faulting

has taken place intermittently (Casey, in press). The structural map (Fig. 1) indicates

that displacement at the base of the Wilgunya Formation is about 500 feet. down to the

west at latitude 22 oS, but decreases charply to where the fault fades out near Corfield.

The Eyriewald Anticline is a gentle asymetrical fold delineated- by the

Cairnhope-Rimbanda seismic • survey (Namco International, Inc.., 1963). It •ontinues

south into WINTON (Casey, in press). The western flank is the steeper, and at depth

grades into a fault. To the west of the fault the seismic results indicate a thickness

of about 6000 feet of sediments, i.e. about 3000 feet below the base of the Wingunya

Formation.

The two recorded occurrences of granite basement (Corfield No. 1 and

Narollah Homestead Bore) are only 13 miles apart, but the basement surface at Corfield

is approximately 1300 feet lower than at Narollaha The two occurrences are associated

with a gravity minimumand a gravity maximum respectively, separated by a strong

gravity . gradient. This gravity gradient is aligned with the Cork Fault gravity gradient

but the two gradients are in opposite direations. Probably both reflect basement

faulting, trendihg north-east through Corfield; the reversed gravity gradient may

reflect scissors faulting with a zone of no displacement near Corfield. Alternatively,

the block south-east of the fault line may be faulted with considerable down throwing

of the northern part.

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

A full discussion of the geological history of the northern Eromanga

Basin is being prepared by Vine (In prep,).

The only basement rocks known in MANUA are the granite penetrated in

Corfield No. 1 and water bore R4375. -In -contrast, several bores in WINTON bottomed

in low grade metamorphic; similar metamorphic rocks probably form crystalline basement

in part of NANUKA.

Deep reflections, recorded by a Bureau of Mineral Resources seismic survey

(in . Magellan Petroleum Corporation, 1961) north-west of the Cork Fault in WINTON, were

interpreted - as originating in pre-Mesozoic sediments. The 3000 feet of sediments older

than the Wilgunya Formation west of the Eyriewald, Anticline (interpreted from seismic

results) in greater than the known Jurassic and Triassic sequence in the area, and

probably includes some Palaeozoic sediments.
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. Permian sediments were encountered in Corfield No.. 1, and in Beryl No.

1 to the south of WINTON and probably include a coal-bearing interval in water bore

R4376. The extent of Permian sedimentation in the area is unknown. There are no
indications that the Permian sediments were marine and the coal measures indicate

that the depositional environment was at least partly paludel.

Widely scattered occurrences of arenites with intercalations of red

beds suggests that there was widespread sedimentation in Lower Triassic times.

Sedimentation probably took place in conditions of strong weathering on extensive
piedmonts flanking mountain ranges of Lower Palaeozoic metamorphics in RICHMOND

and HUGHENDEN (Vine, in prep.).

Widespread sedimentdtion did not recur until the Jurassic. From then

until the early Cretaceous predominantly arenitic sediments were deposited inter-

mittently. An abrupt change to the argillaceous sediments of the Wilgunya.

Förtation in the Lower Cretaceous corresponds to a change to a marine environment;

no marine fossils have yet been found below the Wilgunya Formation in the north-east

Eromanga Basin. The Cretaceous sea was extensive, extremely shallow, and had only

Festricted access to the open ocean. (Vine, in prep.). The richly fossiliferous
Toolebuc Member represents a change from the conditions under which the rest of

the Wilgunya Formation was laid down to better water circulation and a reduction

of terrigenous sedimentation; swarms of Globigerina indicate open water conditions.

The Mackunda Formation represents a transitional period of paralio sed-

imentation between the marine deposition of the argillaceous sediments of the

Wilgunya Formation and the non-marine deposition of the more arenaceous sediments

of the Winton Fortation. Vine (in prep.) suggests that the Winton Formation was

laid down in an area of very low relief with many sluggish streams, wide river

flate i and local development of short-lived lakes and swamps.

Deposition of the Winton Formation was followed by a period of

lateritization which resulted in the development of a duricrust at the top of a

deep weathering profile. This was followed by a period of erosion; subsequent

surface silicification produced a younger duricruet.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Vfater

Abundant underground water supplies are 'available in aquifers in the

sandstone sequence below the Wilgunya Formation, In low lying parts of MANUA

the head is sufficiently high to produce flowing bores. On higher ground an

adequate supply is obtained from the aquifers by pumping from shallow depths.

Limited non-artesian aquifers in the Winton and Mackunda Formations

supply most of the subsurface water in the southern half of MANUKA. However, the

relatively small (many less than 600 g.p.h.) supplies from these aquifers are much

more variable in quality than the consistently fresh water produced by the artesian

bores. An appreciable number of these non-artesian bores have had to be abandoned

because of inadequate supply or because the water is too salty for stock to drink.

The depth at which artesian aquifers occur increased from about 1,400 .

feet in the north to approximately 3 0 000 feet in the .south. Bores to these depths



are expensive y and it is no longer economical to drill to the deep aquifers in the

southern part of the area. Station owners now generally sink large earth tanks or

drill for shallow supplies (less than 600 feet) from the Mackunda or Winton Formationep

Oil and Gas

Corfield No 1, the only oil exploration well in the area l is actually a

water bore deepened by Magellan Petroleum Corporation for stratigraphic information,

It produced no shows of oil or gas and was completed as a water bore.

Gas has been recorded in the following water bores. Each oconrrence, except

for the Wyora Bore, was associated with artesian water obtained from aquifers in the

sandstone sequence below the Wilgunya Formation.

Bore^Grid reference

1083 (Albion Downs Homestead)^59],313

1065 (On Wetherby Station)^ 607306

1321 (Ascot Homestead)^ 571285

3609 (On Clare Valley Station)^645373

(Wyora)*^ Quoted as Lat. 21°56'S,
Long. 143 °05'E.*

Only the gas from the Wyora bore was analysed. It consisted of carhop dioxide

1,2%, methane 10.3%, inert gas 88.3% (Geological Survey of Queensland, 1960); the

assay cannot now be, found in the assay register of the Geological Survey of Queensland.

Bore 1085 is close to the Wetherby Struoture; the others are not related

to any known structure.

The sediments older than the Wilgunya Formation contain several sandstone

beds with good reservoir characteristics. Interbedded argillaceous sediments could

provide suitable cap rocks provided they are net lenticular on the crests of anticlines.

Limited seismic work has revealed gentle folding, including the Eyriewald

Anticline. It is reasonable to predict that other structures will be found with

further work. In particular, folding is probably associated with movements on the

Cork Fault and Wetherby Structure.

The petroleum prospects seem, therefore, to depend primarily on establishing

the presence of source beds. The hypothetical pre-Mesozoic sequence north-west of the

Cork Fault needs reliable supporting evidence before it can be considered, There is

as yet i no evidence in the northern Eromanga Basin of a marine Permian sequence com-

parable with that regarded as possible source beds in the Bowen and Surat Basins to the

south-east. The rest of the pre-Wilgunya sequence lacks definite indications of marine

conditions.

The Wilgunya Formation is an argillaceous marine unit and must, therefore,

be considered as aPossible source sequence. However, sandstone in the overlying

Mackunda and Winton Formations does not have good reservoir characteristics, and

aquifers in them appear to be restricted.

Along the Cork Fault and Wetherby StrUcture displacement has brought the

Wilganya Formation in contact with older sandstone, in a. belt where there has probably

* from GeolOgical Survey of Queensland, 1960; this bore
cannot be related to any registered bore in the area



also been folding. These areas appears most worthy of further investigation. Such

Investigation could also examine the possibility of a pre-Mesozoic sedimentary .

sequence north-west of the Cork Fault.

Construction Materials

There are no good construction materials in the area. Siicrete gravel from

the duricrust-capped Ayrshire Hills has been used for road surfacing without much

success., Most paterial for road work has to be brought from outside MANUICA, e,g.

platy .limestone and calcareous shale from the Toolebuc Member is carried up to forty

miles to surface roads in the north of the area.
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The Preliminary Edition of MANIIXA will be amended for the first

edition as follows:-

(a) recompiled on accurate planimetric base, with slight

changes in position of geological boundaries.

(b) addition of all structural names and features

discussed in the text.

(c) amendment of all bore symbols.

(d) change road names to those currently used by Queensland

State authorities.

(e) bring geologiel terminology up t6 date to agree
with stratigraphio table.
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